Case History - Barahaven Construction Ltd
Introducing the Barahaven team
Barahaven Construction Ltd was set up in 1980 and since then they have established a
reputation for getting contracts completed on time and to top specification. They are
a building construction company offering a wide range of services including plumbing,
electrics, painting and bricklaying. They carry out many government contracts and work
on behalf of various Housing Associations across Northern Ireland and various parts of the
Republic of Ireland.
Barahaven have been members of Constructionline for over 5 years and Emily-Jane Quinn,
Systems Manager at the company remembers their reasons for joining. ‘It almost became
a necessity to join Constructionline due to the ever growing competitive nature of the
construction business within Northern Ireland. Since then we have seen various benefits
and improvements at every level within our company.’

Working with Constructionline
The demand for various documentation and submission of forms, even at pre-qualification
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stage, makes each tender a resourceful and time consuming process for contractors like
Barahaven. Emily-Jane explains how her company goes about winning work. ‘We apply for
a lot of contract works that require Constructionline as a pre-qualification standard. This
saves us a considerable amount of time, by not having to fill in the same repetitive forms.
I have also found the customer service department to be very co-operative in answering
all my enquires from filling in forms to getting information on lost passwords. Also, by
posting out regular reminders for updating information as it expires, Constructionline helps
us to keep our records up to date at all times, which has proved to be very helpful. I would
recommend them without.

Expanding their business
Barahaven have now achieved industry recognition, simplified the tender process and
reduced costs and workload. ‘Being a member of Constructionline has brought a very
positive stance to our company and has given us the confidence to develop into an even
larger business.
Feedback from clients, whom we carry out work for, has also been very welcome and has
helped us to make improvements, enabling our company to go from strength to strength’.
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“I have also found
the customer service
department to be very cooperative in answering all
my enquires from filling in
forms to getting information
on lost passwords - I would
recommend them without a
shadow of a doubt.”
Emily-Jane Quinn
Systems Manager,
Barahaven ConstructionLtd

